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Summary
• Introduces simple multiplicative cascades that break equilibrium

into fractal dust.

• Exhibits the “devil’s staircases” and their universal properties.

• Explains how turbulence happens in the air according to a generic
cascade that leads to dissipation.

• Shows how the cascades reflect the ways of our division, including
the political systems in the world.

• Relates Jesus, symbolized by a straight hypotenuse with equation
Y = X, with the only solution that allows finding true peace.



A reminder



The Pythagorean theorem

𝑎𝑎2 + 𝑏𝑏2 = 𝑐𝑐2

𝑎𝑎 = 𝑏𝑏 = 1 ⇒ 𝑐𝑐 = 2 ≈ 1.4142 …

a

b

c



Games of kids
(Puente, 2011a,b, 2018a,b,c, 2020)
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⋮



A game of kids

⋮

𝑝𝑝 𝑞𝑞

𝑝𝑝 + 𝑞𝑞 3…

1
1   1

1   2   1
1   3   3   1

a multiplicative cascade
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After twelve levels

ℎ = 56.69 𝑝𝑝 = 0.7

layers of intertwined thorns
the support of the spikes is dust

a multi-fractal “density”
difficult to walk! (!)
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Another game of kids

cascade yields equal thorns over dust
varying the hole gives the layers of the first game

…the two games are intimately related

50% 50%



Where is the modeling clay?

𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥) is the clay from 0 to 𝑥𝑥
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Where is the modeling clay?

𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥) 

...following the dynamics:

notches above: 𝑃𝑃 ⁄1 2 = 0.7, 𝑃𝑃 ⁄1 4 = 0.49, etc.

plateaus below: 𝑃𝑃 ⁄1 3 = 𝑃𝑃 ⁄2 3 = 0.5, etc.
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Where is the modeling clay?

locally flat sets and lacking tangents

𝑑𝑑 0,0 , 1,1 = 2, if 𝑝𝑝 ≠ ⁄1 2 , ℎ ≠ 0
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Where is the modeling clay?

locally flat sets and lacking tangents

𝑑𝑑 0,0 , 1,1 = 2, if 𝑝𝑝 ≠ ⁄1 2 , ℎ ≠ 0

𝑑𝑑 = 2, combining the games and adding chance  (!)

𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥) 



A veritable deception
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A veritable deception

a devil’s staircase…

(Cantor, 1883)



The power of the air



Fully developed turbulence

eddies 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝑣𝑣 � 𝐿𝐿
𝜈𝜈

Reynolds:

(Richardson, 1922)



Fully developed turbulence

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝑣𝑣 � 𝐿𝐿
𝜈𝜈

layers in 1D turbulence as in the first cascade

(Meneveau and Sreenivasan, 1987)

eddies



Fully developed turbulence

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝑣𝑣 � 𝐿𝐿
𝜈𝜈

layers in 1D turbulence as in the first cascade
dissipation: atmospheric, boundary layer, wake of a cylinder…

(Sreenivasan, 1991)

eddies



Fully developed turbulence

layers in 1D turbulence as in the first cascade
dissipation: atmospheric, boundary layer, wake of a cylinder…

𝑝𝑝 = 0.7 universal



Our own turbulence
(Puente, 2012, 2014, 2018a,b,c, 2020)
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Our turbulent times

selfish postures and actions that induce violence
2/3 = 0.666… of the world in poverty: movement from + to –

2.200 kids die daily for lack of water
it applies at various scales: within us, our relations, nations…  (!)

inequalities
competition

cynicism

discrimination
forced equality

hatred
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𝑝𝑝 = 0.7 𝑛𝑛 = 20

(Puente, 2006)
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An optimal system?

5, 10, 20 and 40% of the largest thorns have
57, 70, 84 and 95% of the mass

close to United States @ 1998: 59, 71, 84 and 95%  (!)
Warning: devil’s staircases take us to bite the dust

and this applies not only to material things…

𝑝𝑝 = 0.7 𝑛𝑛 = 20



The code for success
(Puente, 2011a,b, 2018a,b,c, 2020)
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The code for success

L
O
V
E

RECONCILIATION: – a +

1 = 0.999…

run the cascades in reverse to repair the breach
live at low Reynolds numbers to avoid violence

fill the valleys and cut the mountains to restore unity
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The geometric solution

only one solid condition: the rock without thorns and dust
Our Lord Jesus Christ:

the way, the truth, and the life…

the hypotenuse, 𝒀𝒀 = 𝑿𝑿, is the gate towards peace
…rectifying and loving one encounters the root (!)

𝑑𝑑 = 2level zero

50-50 no holes

𝒀𝒀 = 𝑿𝑿



A verifiable invitation
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A verifiable invitation

to the Origin…

(Y = X, 33)



An unexpected surprise
(Soons, 2006a,b)



A stone cries out!

under the chin at Shroud of Turin



More on the code for success
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The point of happiness

it is easier for a camel to pass by the eye of a needle…
it is hypocritical to judge if not at the point

recognizing the gravity of sin we arrive to the Origin
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The point of happiness

it is easier for a camel to pass by the eye of a needle…
it is hypocritical to judge if not at the point

recognizing the gravity of sin we arrive to the Origin
there is great darkness between 6 and 9, the (–) and the (+)…  (!)

0 𝑝𝑝 1

1

ℎ

0



Our options
(Puente, 2011b)
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Our options
equilibrium
calmness
rectitude
fifty-fifty
shortest

reconciliation
integration, ∫

wholeness
unity

1 = 0.999…

positive, +
to the future

Y = X

turbulence
violence

wickedness
troubles
longest

separation
division, $
emptiness

dust
2/3 = 0.666…

negative, −
to the past

the devil



Pathways
(Puente, 2011b)



Two options before us
two pathways ahead,
the one is the longest

the other straight.

We journey directly
or go by the legs,
we follow intently
or end up in pain.

By walking the flatness
or hiking the spikes,

we travel in lightness
or take serious frights.



Y = X

The incentive is unity
and the call proportion,

the key is forgiveness
and the goal true notion.

In wandering wickedness
there is never fruit,

but in ample humbleness
one encounters the root.
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Other coincidences
“repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand”

“winding roads should be straight and rough ways smooth”
“forgive others seventy times seven times”

“strength lies in quiet and trust”, at low Reynolds numbers
“sinners, who love violence, shall lick the dust like the serpent”

“the ground shall bring forth thorns and thistles”
“whoever does nor gather with me scatters”

“as far as the east is from the west…” √2 vs. 2
unity may be understood geometrically:

Holy Marriage
the Church



…Well, here you may appreciate better the
nature of the class, from science to faith.

In our next encounter we shall see how what has
been explained here is consonant with what the
Sacred Scriptures say.

Until next time…
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